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ABSTRACT
Publish-subs ribe messaging middleware typi ally o ers limited and low-level options for quality of servi e, su h as
best-e ort delivery versus reliable delivery, or ordered versus unordered. We propose a new, high-level approa h to
spe ifying quality of servi e, in whi h the onsumer spe i es an event stream interpretation fun tion that maps an
event stream into a state that represents the onsumer's semanti s of the stream. Under this approa h, the system may
deliver either the subs ribed event stream, or any alternative
stream whose image under the interpretation fun tion yields
the same state. Event stream interpretation gives onsumers
the ability to more a urately spe ify the tolerable distortions of perfe t message delivery, and gives middleware implementations the exibility to use more eÆ ient proto ols
for message delivery and failure re overy while preserving
appli ation safety.
We introdu e an event stream interpretation language.
We illustrate its utility by applying it to the problem of
optimisti delivery of unlogged and out-of-order messages.
We show how a publish-subs ribe system an take an event
stream interpretation program supplied by a subs riber and,
using te hniques derived from ompiler te hnology, analyze
it to determine whi h messages an be delivered optimistially, and whi h re overy messages must be delivered when
an unlogged or out-of-order message is dete ted.

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Publish-subscribe systems
The ba kground of this work is event distribution or \publish-subs ribe" systems. Publish-subs ribe systems improve
exibility by providing anonymity between produ ers and
onsumers. Produ ers (publishers) publish events (or messages) to a topi spa e, without spe ifying a parti ular des-

tination; the messages go to all onsumers who have subs ribed to that topi spa e or (in ontent-based systems) to
a sele ted subset of messages in that topi spa e satisfying
a given predi ate.
Although event distribution systems have evolved towards
apturing more of the semanti s of messages, the range of
\quality of servi e" spe i ations still re e ts their origin in
low-level ommuni ations. In typi al systems, su h as the
JMS model, subs ribers may request su h oarse qualities of
servi e su h as best-e ort delivery versus guaranteed delivery. However, it is assumed that the appli ation writer will
supply a higher-level proto ol to dete t and re over from
deviations from ideal delivery.

1.2 Event Stream Interpretation
In this paper, we propose a higher-level approa h to quality of servi e, based on event stream interpretation. We
assume that subs ribers are aware of how to interpret the
sequen es of event messages they are requesting. We require
the subs riber to onvey to the message delivery middleware
this interpretation through an interpretation fun tion | a
rule mapping an event stream to a state, whi h we all an
event stream interpretation. This event stream interpretation determines the quality of servi e a ording to a prin iple of equivalen e: the system is free to deliver any event
stream equivalent to the subs ribed stream, where event
streams are de ned to be equivalent if the interpretation
fun tion maps the streams to the same state.

1.3 Example
We illustrate our problem using the example of a sto k
trading appli ation. In our example, multiple publishers
report sto k trades. We assume ea h sto k trade event message is a simple pair of the form <issue, pri e>.
Suppose subs riber A is interested in events about all issues for the purpose of tra king the urrent pri e and the
aggregate high of ea h issue. On the other hand, subs riber
B is interested in the same events, but for the purpose of
knowing the urrent pri e and the number of times the pri e
dropped more than 5% in a single trade.
Suppose event stream Sto k-Events is as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

<IBM 150>
<IBM 155>
<IBM 145>
<VZ 60>

(5) <VZ 58>
(6) <IBM 149>

Under ideal onditions, both subs riber A and B will reeive the same stream, sin e their subs ription predi ates
are the same. However, let us now onsider \noisier" onditions, in whi h the network might drop messages.
Given the uses being made of these messages, we an see
that a quality of servi e spe i ation expressed in terms of
low-level ommuni ation properties is not likely to be helpful. If A and B had to hoose only between guaranteed delivery and best-e ort, they would ea h be for ed to hoose
guaranteed delivery, sin e A annot a ord to lose message
(2), (4), (5), or (6), and B annot a ord to lose either (2) or
(3), (5) or (6).
But in this example, Subs riber A an a ord to lose messages (1) and (3), and Subs riber B an a ord to lose (1) and
(4). If we extend the possible distortions to in lude out-of
order messages, either subs riber an permute an IBM message with an adja ent VZ message. However, subs riber A,
but not subs riber B, an permute messages (2) and (3).
Clearly it is not suÆ ient merely to spe ify whether total
order is required or whether message reliability is required.
Instead, we propose to use the equivalen e prin iple to determine whi h permissible distortions of the a tual event
stream may be delivered.
In the paper, we argue that this is not only a theoreti al
bene t | the middleware, provided it is made aware of the
interpretation fun tion, an exploit it to perform optimisti
delivery of messages.

1.4 Applying Event Stream Interpretation

In order for our proposed approa h to be pra ti al, the
middleware must provide:



A onvenient language for expressing interpretation
fun tions;



An analysis tool for exploiting these fun tions to improve the performan e (laten y and/or bandwidth) of
proto ols based on the analysis.

In a previous paper [3℄, a restri ted form of event stream
interpretation was applied to the problem of re overing a
meaningful event stream after a loss of onne tivity. In this
paper, we on entrate on how event stream interpretation
an improve performan e by enabling optimisti delivery.
Optimisti delivery means delivery before the system knows
that the message it is delivering is the orre t message to deliver next. We all su h messages \in doubt."
There are two ases that we will onsider in this paper:



Unlogged/un ommitted messages: It is possible
for a message to arrive at a subs riber that is potentially a \bogus" message that is not part of the topi
stream. One way that this ould happen is if a failure
auses a message to be lost before it is logged to stable storage, but it has been optimisti ally sent through
the network towards the subs ribers. Another way is
if an event is published as part of a transa tion that
aborts after the published event is sent.



Out-of-order messages: Suppose subs ribers have
requested uniform total order. It is possible, be ause of
non-FIFO ommuni ation, su h as messages being sent

along multiple paths, or be ause messages are dropped
and later retransmitted, for messages to arrive out of
order. If a subs riber re eives for instan e, messages
m1, m2, and then m5, then the subs riber may not
know whether m3 and m4 are missing be ause they
were ltered out, or be ause they were delayed or lost.
If m5 arrives without on rmation that it is indeed
supposed to be delivered next, it is \in doubt." If
it is delivered anyhow, it may happen that later m3
will arrive. The ase of dropped messages is handled
by treating them as messages whi h are retransmitted
and whi h arrive out-of-order. In some ases, it will be
determined that physi al retransmission does not have
to o ur be ause the dropped messages have already
been superseded.
Without event stream interpretation, all in-doubt messages must be bu ered until the doubt is removed via later
ompletion of some proto ol; otherwise there is the danger
that an unlogged message may never be made stable, or that
a message arrives that belongs earlier in the event stream.
In a system using the prin iple of equivalen e, it may often be safe to optimisti ally deliver an in-doubt message
without waiting. Su h delivery is safe provided that if the
message later turns out to be in orre t, there exists a reovery sequen e. A re overy sequen e is a set of messages
whi h when appended to the delivered stream will yield the
same semanti interpretation as if the \bogus" message had
not been delivered or the out-of-order message had been delivered in the proper order. An analyzer enabling optimisti
delivery must determine under what onditions a message
may be optimisti ally delivered, and how to ompute the reovery sequen e in ase the in-doubt message is determined
to be erroneous.
As applied to our example, it is safe to optimisti ally deliver to subs riber A any possibly unlogged message orresponding to an event other than a new high; if it turns out
to be unlogged, it an later be an eled by delivering a new
message for the same issue with the orre t urrent pri e.
Noti e that the set of messages that an be optimisti ally
delivered to subs riber B is di erent: a message that triggers a 5% drop alarm annot be delivered unless both it and
its pre eding message are known to be orre t.
Similarly, with respe t to potentially out-of-order messages, using subs riber A's interpretation fun tion, it is always safe to deliver messages optimisti ally, although the
re overy sequen e depends upon whi h message is out of
order. For example, if message (6) is re eived rst and message (5) arrives late, the re overy a tion is simply to deliver
message (5) | the two messages ommute. If it is message
(3) that arrives late, the re overy a tion is to dis ard the
message | it is superseded. And if it is message (2) that
arrives late, the re overy a tion is to deliver message (2) and
then repeat message (6).
The reader may have noti ed that the prin iple of equivalen e only requires \eventual orre tness" of the state after
re overy is omplete, and does not ex lude the possibility
that a partially delivered message stream produ es a state
that does not orre tly orrespond to any pre x of the sent
message stream. This may seem problemati in the ase
where the subs ribing appli ation may wish to take some
irreversible a tion on the basis of a partial message stream.
In su h ases, the appli ation writer should spe ify an event
interpretation program with a monotoni omponent of the

state. For example, he may spe ify that part of the state is to
be omputed as the ount of the number of times that some
riti al sequen e (su h as a drop in pri e) has o urred. Beause of this monotoni omponent, just enough optimisti
delivery will be suppressed so that the appli ation an safely
take a tion when the ount rea hes a ertain value, sin e no
re overy a tions an ever de rease the ount.
The goal of this paper is to:



introdu e a language for spe ifying event interpretation fun tions,



show how to build into the middleware a tool whi h
takes su h an interpretation fun tion supplied by the
subs riber, and analyzes it to
{

{

determine under what onditions messages that
are possibly unlogged or possibly out-of-order an
be optimisti ally delivered, and
for those ases, determine how to ompute the
orre t re overy sequen es to deal with the ases
when the optimisti delivery turns out to be wrong

This paper deals only with how to analyze the onditions
where optimisti delivery is possible. We do not address
the trade-o s between the bene ts gained by optimisti delivery and the ost in urred by re overy from an erroneous
delivery. Intuitively, message delivery middleware will perform optimisti delivery when the delivery is highly likely
to be right, and where timeliness and eventually a ura y
are more important than ontinuous a ura y. The bene ts
gained vary a ording to the apabilities and the requirements of the lient.

1.5 Summary
In se tion 2, we formalize the notions of equivalen e and
provide a language for spe ifying interpretation fun tions.
In se tions 3 and 4, we present te hniques based upon ompiler optimization for analyzing an interpretation fun tion
to determine under whi h onditions possible unlogged or
out-of-order messages may be delivered optimisti ally, and
what re overy sequen es to generate. We then present related work and on lusions.

2.

AN EVENT INTERPRETATION MODEL

In this se tion, we present a model that fa ilitates our
higher-level approa h to spe ifying quality of servi e through
event interpretation and the prin iple of equivalen e.
This model in ludes: (1) a type system for expressing the
stru ture of events and event stream interpretations; (2) an
imperative language for expressing interpretation fun tions
as in remental programs that apply an event to a urrent
state to produ e a new state; (3) a notation for expressing annotated histories representing the exe ution sequen es
triggered by a set of events.

2.1 Data Type System
We assume that ea h message ommuni ates a single event.
Events and states have a type. In this paper, we restri t the
possible types to the following:
1. Base types: the usual base types of a programming
language { numbers, booleans, and strings, with the
usual s alar operations

2. Tuples: de lared by ff1: type1, f2: type2, ...g,
with operations omponent sele tion v.f1 and omponent assignment v.f1=...
3. Unbounded Arrays: de lared by elementType[indexType℄
with operations omponent sele tion v[i℄ or omponent assignment v[i℄=.... We assume that if an element is never stored, it has a default value of the
element type
4. Variants: de lared by oneof f ase1: type1, ase2:
type2, ...g where ea h ase is a distin t type, supporting sele tion ase ase1 of vfSSg (where SS is a
sequen e of statements, and assignment v. ase1=...
Tuple and array types are \polymorphi " as there ould
exist multiple views on either the entire variable or any onse utive segment of it. The operations on them will not oni t as long as they are on distin t non-overlapping views.

2.2 Event Interpretation Programs
An event interpretation program is an imperative program
that spe i es how ea h event hanges the subs riber's state.
The interpretation program transforms the state from the
previously re eived events, plus the urrent event into a new
state. The event interpretation program is therefore an inremental expression of the interpretation fun tion; the interpretation fun tion onsists of the repeated exe ution of
the event interpretation program for ea h event, starting
with some initial state.
The set of temporary variables the program uses ombined
with the subs ription state is alled the augmented state.
Ea h operation f is a fun tion from augmented states to
augmented states, denoted as f : S ! S . We denote the
result of applying operation f to augmented state S as f (S ).
An operation an be a basi operation su h as an assignment
or in rement, or it an be a omplex fun tion that operates
on a number of arguments. The arguments an be any of the
types su h as an array or a segment of an array. We assume
the arguments are denoted \IN", \OUT" or \INOUT" to
spe ify the operation's use of it.
The following onstraints are imposed on an operation:
1. an operation updates exa tly one augmented state entity;
2. an operation reads at most one entity in the subs ription state, but it may read an arbitrary number of temporary
variables;
3. an operation an both update and read the same subs ription state entity.
We de ne operations to on i t if they share some arguments and at least one of them updates a shared argument.
As we will see later in the paper, on i ting operations are
possibly not ommutative.
Although ea h operation may a ess only one state variable, an arbitrary number of temporary variables may be
used.
We are now in a position to formally introdu e the notion
of an event interpretation program. An event interpretation
program is a sequen e of statements. Ea h of the statements
is either:




An operation or a NOP (Null OPeration); or
a onditional statement of the form:
if b then SS1 else SS2



where SS1 and SS2 are sequen es of program statements, and b is a predi ate.

a variant onditional of form ase x of v fSSg, where
SS is a sequen e of program statements, and v is a
variant having ase x, meaning if v is in ase x then
exe ute SS in a ontext where v is known to have the
type asso iated with ase x.

Note that our language does not allow expli it loop onstru ts, however, omplex fun tions an be used for tasks
that need loops su h as sear hing an array.
The following is the spe i ation for subs riber A in Example Se tion 1.3:

Example 1. Subs riber A subs ribed to events of the following s hema:

fissue:string,
s:fmax:float,

pri e:floatg

The subs ription state de nition is:

ur:floatg[string℄

The state spe i ation tells that state variable s is an array
indexed by a string (the sto k issue), ea h element having
two elds - max and ur. The event interpretation program
of subs riber A is:
e:
s[e.issue℄.max=max(s[e.issue℄.max, e.pri e);
s[e.issue℄. ur=e.pri e;



2.3 Histories
The a tual exe ution history of event interpretation programs determines the lient state hange. We formally dene a history as following:

Definition 2.1. A history H = P (E; S0 ) is a sequen e of
operations instantiated from event interpretation program(s)
P under the dire tion of an event stream E and the starting
state S0 ; ea h operation is annotated by a ondition lause
under whi h the exe ution path is taken. We all H the
derived history of E under S0 , and E the generating stream
of H .
The derived history of E must be serial in that the operations derived from di erent events do not interleave. We also
use notation H = hf1 ; :::; fn i to denote a history H in whi h
operation fi pre edes fi+1 ; 1  i < n, and applying H on
initial state S0 , denoted as H (S0 ), is fn (fn 1 (:::(f1 (S0 )))).
Intuitively, a history re ords the sequen e of operations
that are a tually exe uted and the onditions satis ed. The
annotations are used to ensure that no transformation would
violate the annotation. The default annotation of an operation is a boolean value \TRUE". Every \if" or \ ase"
statement is instantiated to one of its hoi es, and the annotation is the logi al \AND" with any nesting onditions.
For example, from the following statement
if (expr1) then OP1
else OP2

two possible paths ould be taken:
OP1 (expr1)
OP2 (not expr1)

Similarly statement ase x of v fSSg generates history

SS (v.x).

Nested statement sequen es, su h as SS1, SS2 or SS are
similarly resolved into sequen es of operations until the history ontains only annotated primitive operations.
Now we are ready to introdu e a set of prin iples of equivalen e.

Definition 2.2. Two histories X = P (EX ; SX ) and Y =
( Y ; SY ) are equivalent, denoted as X  Y , if SX = SY ,
and X (SX ) = Y (SY ).
P E

2.3. Two event streams E and E 0 are equivalent regarding an initial subs ription state S0 , denoted as
s0 0
E  E , if for a set of event interpretation program P where
0
0
E and E are both de ned, P (E; S0 )(S0 )) = P (E ; S0 )(S0 ).

Definition

The following orollary is immediate:

Corollary 1.s0Two
event streams and 0 are state0
derived histories are equiva0 -equivalent (  ) i their
lent, i.e., (
0 )  ( 0 0 ).
E

S

E

E

E

P E; S

P E ;S

Using P to spe ify quality of servi e means that for initial
state S0 and event stream E , we are permitted to deliver
any E 0 su h that P (E; S0 )  P (E 0 ; S0 ). The hallenge is
to nd the equivalent event stream with desirable properties. For instan e, for optimisti delivery, the problem is
to determine whether for any E and any perturbation Ep
that may in lude out-of-order or unlogged events, there exists an equivalent E 0 whose pre x is the stream Ep already
delivered optimisti ally. Corollary 1 demonstrates that the
sear h for su h properties on an event stream is equivalent
to a sear h on its derived histories. In the following se tions,
we will talk about the transformation te hniques to generate
equivalent histories with these properties.

2.4 Transformations

As established in Se tion 2.3, the task of nding an equivalent event stream an be a hieved by transforming a history
to an equivalent one. We provide a set of transformations
that an implement this pro ess.
The rst transformation, adapted from [2℄, deals with
dead operations. Spe i ally, a NOP is equivalent to any
dead operation.

Definition 2.4. A variable is live at a point in a program
if its value an be used subsequently; otherwise, it is dead at
that point. An operation is dead if the variable it updates is
dead.

Transformation 1. Given initial state S0 , history H =
1
n i, and its generating event stream E = he1 ; :::; em i,
let P = hfi1 ; :::; fi1 +k i be a segment of k + 1 operations generated by interpretation program of ei in E , If all the operas
tions in P are dead, then H  H 0 and E 0 E 0 , where H 0 =
0
hf01 ; :::; fi1 1 ; fi1 +k+1; :::; fn i, E =0 he1 ; :::; ei 1 ; ei+1 ; :::; em i.
E is the generating stream of H .

h

f ; :::; f

The se ond transformation deals with the ommutativity
of two events within a history.

Definition
=h
i 1

2.5. Given stream E and its derived history
2 i where s1 and s2 are derived from e1
and e2 respe tively, event e2 is ommutative with e1 in H if
ea h operation in s2 is ommutative with all those in s1 , and
all annotations stay true.
H

:::; f ; s ; s ; :::;

Transformation 2. Given initial state 0 , history =
1 2 i and its generating stream = h 1 2 i,
where 1 and 2 are generated by 1 and 2 respe tively,
let 0 = h 2 1 i, and its generating stream 0 =
h 2 1 s i. If 2 is ommutative with 1 in , then 
0 and 0 0 ,
S

h

:::; s ; s ; :::

E

s

s

H

e

:::; s ; s ; :::

:::; e ; e ; :::

H

e

H

:::; e ; e ; :::

E

e

E

E

e

H

H

Example 2. A subs ription to deposit/withdraw events
of type oneoffd:int,w:intg has the following interpretation
program:
ase d of e{s.balan e += e.amt;}
ase w of e{if (s.balan e >= e.amt) then
s.balan e -= e.amt;
else NOP}

For event stream e1=d(25), e2=w(10), e3=d(15) and initial state s.balan e=0, we have history
s.balan e
s.balan e
(e2.w AND
s.balan e

+= e1.amt; (e1.d)
-= e2.amt;
s.balan e >= e.amt)
+= e3.amt; (e3.d)

By de nition 2.5, event e3 ommutes with e2. Applying
Transformation 2, we have
s.balan e
s.balan e
s.balan e
(e2.w AND

3.

+= e1.amt; (e1.d)
+= e3.amt; (e3.d)
-= e2.amt;
s.balan e >= e.amt)



OPTIMISTIC EVENT DELIVERY

We model optimisti delivery as follows: Events e may
arrive in doubt either as to their logging status or their orre t sequen e. In-doubt events that an be proven to be
re overable are delivered; other events are held.
Eventually, for a possibly unlogged message, a proto ol
will deliver either a positive or a negative log a knowledgement (LACK). A positive log a knowledgement means that
the message is logged (or alternatively, that the transa tion
that published the message ommitted); a negative log a knowledgement means that the message is lost (or that the
transa tion that published the message aborted).
For a possibly out-of-order message, a proto ol will deliver either a positive sequen e a knowledgement (SACK),
or a negative a knowledgement that some event e0 should
have been delivered before e. In this dis ussion, we assume
that we an tell the order between any two arrived messages by omparing their sequen e numbers. We also assume every message possibly knows the sequen e number of
its prede essor, otherwise, we all that message possibly outof-order. The arrival of a message with a sequen e number
earlier than one previously re eived is impli itly a negative
a knowledgement.
Positive a knowledgements are used to release held messages, and to free spa e; negative a knowledgements ause
re overy a tions to be taken.

3.1 Compensating Events
The simplest re overy a tion we onsider here is the delivery of a ompensating event. A ompensating event of
e, denoted as e
, is an event whose derived operations undo
those of e.
For some event types, a number of te hniques an be used
to generate their ompensating events given the interpretation programs. However, in the general ase where the
primitive operations involve arbitrary fun tions, it is ne essary for the analysis tool to have a ess to a table of rules
de ning ompensating operations. From su h a table, the

tool an then de ide whether it is possible to generate ompensating events. An operation might not ompensatible as
the a tion is irrevo able. Hen e, an event does not have a
ompensating event if it in urs any non- ompensatible operations. For su h an operation, there is not an entry in the
table. The ompensating events should have the following
properties:




Compensatability - for event e and its ompensating
event e and any event stream E , P (E; S0 )  P (Eee; S0 );
Conformability - e onforms to the s hema of one of
the event types the lient subs ribes to.

Compensatability only holds when the paired events are
delivered together. If a new event intervenes between the
unlogged event and its negative a knowledgement, it may
not be safe to deliver this new event unless it ommutes
with the ompensating event.
Conformability is required so that the a tion of optimisti
delivery and re overy ould be made transparent to the subs riber. From the subs riber's point of view, it simply reeives an event stream it an interpret. The subs riber has
no way to tell whether it's an optimized stream or the original stream. The ompensating event should be reasonably
light weight. For example, in some systems there may be
an event whi h sets the entire state. Su h an event an be
used to ompensate for anything. However, if the state is
very large, it might be too expensive to in lude it as a ompensating event unless the negative a knowledgements are
rare.
In the remainder of this se tion, we will dis uss te hniques to stati ally analyze the event interpretation program. Stati analysis determines, given the text of the event
interpretation program, under what onditions an event is
ompensatible and if so what the ompensating event is.

3.2 Analyzing Event Compensatibility
To analyze event ompensatibility, the tool needs to know
a table of ompensating rules and the event interpretation
program. These rules de ne the ompensating operations
for a set of basi operations and omplex fun tions. For example, the ompensating operation for a simple assignment
is just another assignment of the previous value. If the initial
value of state variable s is v0, no matter what the assignment is, the ompensating operation is simply s=v0. For an
operation of add-and-assign to a state variable, the ompensating operation is a orresponding dedu t-and-assign. It is
trivially true that a proper assignment of the original value
is always a ompensating operation to any operation.
Figure 1 lists some of the ompensating rules.
As a spe ial ase, if the ompensated-for operation is dead,
it does not need to be ompensated for; alternatively, its
ompensating operation ould be a NOP. Conversely, a NOP
ompensating operation means the ompensated-for operation is dead.
To analyze the ompensatibility of an event, its interpretation program is rst fa tored out to a set of history trees,
where ea h node represents an operation and the edge represents the ondition under whi h this path is taken. Stored
along with the operation in the node are its ompensating
operation and the ondition lause of the ompensating operation. If we are unable to nd a ompenating operation,
that parti ular path is trimmed. This pro ess is illustrated

1 == v 0;
1 == v 0;
s:s1 == ;
s:s1 == v 0;
s:s1 == ;
s:s1 == v 0;
s:s

s:s

1= ;
1 += ;
s:s1 += e:a1 + ;
s:s1 = ;
s:s1 = e:a1 + ;
s:s1 = max(s:s1; e:a1);

!
!
!
!
!
!

s:s

s:s

1 6= 0
1  e:a1

e:a
s:s

1 = v 0;
1 = v 0;
s:s1
= e:a1 + ;
s:s1 = v 0;
s:s1 == e:a1 + ;
s:s
s:s

N OP

(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)

:::

Note: The rst olumn on LHS of ! spe i es the urrent value, the se ond is the ompensated-for operation, the third the
onstraint, and the RHS of ! is the ompensating operation that should be generated. is wild ard.
Figure 1: Compensating Rules

as pro edure Expand(P ) in Se tion 3.2.1 and in an example
in Figure 2. To simplify the exposition, we show the whole
tree, but in pra ti e the tree an be partially generated as
ea h path is analyzed, and ea h path an be dis arded after
it is no longer needed.
For ea h node in the history tree, there exists a ompensating operation. However, the existen e of ompensating
operations does not ensure the existen e of a ompensating event. For now, we only onsider the ase in whi h a
ompensating a tion is a single event. In order to derive
this ompensating event, all the ompensating operations
have to be pattern-mat hed to those of a single event. Ea h
ompensating operation requires the bindings of a number
of free variables. For ea h leaf, the AND of the onditions
along the edges from the root to that leaf represents the
onditions that must have been satis ed whenever this path
is taken. The AND of the ondition lauses in the nodes
on this path de nes the ne essary onditions under whi h
a ompensating event exists. A ompensating event ould
only exist if these two logi al ANDs do not on i t, i.e., the
logi al AND of them, whi h we all the test set, is satis able. A ompensating event is generated using the bindings
of free variable in the ompensating operations and bindings performed during the satis ability testing. This test
set and ompensating event are used at run time to determine whether an event an be delivered optimisti ally. The
runtime test exe utes in onstant time given the interpretation program and a ompensating rule library.
For simpli ity, the algorithm shown in Se tion 3.2.1 assumes there exists at most one ompensating operations for
ea h operation. In the ase that the ompensated-for operation is ompensatible by more than one operation hoi es,
i.e. multiple rules apply to a single ompensated-for operation, the rules are taken in the order of their appearan e to
generate all possible ompensating events.
Se tion 3.2.1 lists the analysis algorithm.

3.2.1 The Static Analysis Algorithm
The algorithm ontains two main pro edures. Pro edure
\Expand" fa tors out the event interpretation program to a
set of history trees, where ea h path from the root of ea h
tree to ea h leaf represents an exe ution possibility of the
event's interpretation program. Pro edure \GenCompensatibilityTest" takes the trees generated in the rst pro ess,
and performs satis ability test on ea h path from a root to
a leaf. If the onditions are satis able, a ompensatibility
test is added into the predi ates set. For any event arriving

at runtime, it's ompensatible if it satis es any one of these
tests. To simply exposition, we used a tree stru ture where
many of the nodes are repli as of ea h other, and we used a
bat h like pro edure where all the trees are expanded rst,
and satis ability test is performed later. In pra ti e, the
trees an be expanded as ea h path is analyzed for satis ability, and dis arded when the analysis is ompleted.
Pro edure Expand(P)

;;Expand program P into a history tree
;;return a set of ( ond, node)
;;ea h represents the subtree taken
;;under ertain ondition
s
remove first statement in P
ifP is not empty then
hildren
Expand(P)
if hildren is empty set then
;;remaining program is not ompensatible
;;hen e, whole P is not ompensatible
return empty set
end if
end if
if s is an operation then
make new node n
n.op
s
;;using rule table find a ompensating operation
op

find ompensating operation of s
if op
 is NULL then
;; operation is not ompensatible
return empty set
else



n:op



op

end if
n. hildren
hildren
return (true, n)
else if s of form ``if b then SS1 else SS2'' then
hildren1
Expand(SS1)
forea h ( ond, node) in hildren1 do
( ond, node)
( ond AND b, node)
end for
hildren2
Expand(SS2)
forea h ( ond, node) in hildren2 do
( ond, node)
( ond AND (NOT b), node)
end for
forea h leaf ( ond, node) in
trees ( hildren1 [ hildren2) do

Figure 2: Analysis Tree of an Interpretation Program

node. hildren
hildren
end for
return hildren1 [ hildren2
else if s of form `` ase x of vSS'' then
hildren1
Expand(SS)
forea h ( ond, node) in hildren1 do
( ond, node)
( ond AND e.x, node)
end for
forea h leaf ( ond, node) in trees hildren1 do
node. hildren
hildren
end for
return hildren1
endif

end Expand

Pro edure GenCompensatibilityTest(Ts)

forea h tree T in Ts do
forea h path p from root to a leaf in T do
onds
AND ( onditions of all nodes,
onditions of all op
)
if( onds is satisfiable) then
initialize e with the bindings
in ompensating operations
preds

end if
end for
end for
return preds

preds

[(

)

onds; e

end GenCompensatibilityTest

A similar approa h an be applied to generate ommutativity information between events.
Let us look at how a stati analysis algorithm would work
as applied to the event interpretation program of subs riber
A in example 1. Sin e there is no onditional statement,
there is only one un onditional segment of the program.
The ompensating operations are NOP (s:max  e:pri e) and

s. ur=s. ur0,

here s. ur0 denotes the initial state value.
The ompensating operation set mat hes the pattern of the
only event in this system, namely the event is ompensatible
with the predi ate s:max  e:pri e, and the ompensating
event is an event with e:pri e bound to s: ur0. This means
that events with (s:max  e:pri e) an always be optimistially delivered; others may not.

3.3 Optimistic Delivery and Recovery
In this se tion, we des ribe an algorithm (Figure 3) that
performs optimisti delivery using the information obtained
from the stati analysis pro ess, and re overs in ase of a
negative aknowledgement. The re overy in urs osts, thus
an eÆ ient system should perform optimisti delivery only
when negative a knowledgements are rare. The riterion for
estimating the tradeo s between optimism and pessimism
is a separate issue relating to performan e and will not be
dis ussed here.
In the algorithm, we divide the events into three ategories. An event is alled \potential out-of-order" when the
system does not have positive knowledge of its immediate
prede essor, i.e., the system annot be ertain there will not
be a gap between this event and the re eived event with the
greatest sequen e number that is earlier than this event. An
event is alled \potential unlogged" when the system la ks a
positive logging a knowledgement. An event is alled \normal" otherwise. Note that a \normal" event here ould still
be out-of-order if one of its prede essors is out-of-order, but
we all this event normal sin e it introdu es no new gaps in
the stream.
The algorithm operates on two sta ks and one queue,
s ooo for delivery of potential out-of-order events, s unlogged
for potential unlogged events, and heldQ for events that
annot be optimisti ally delivered and hen e must be held.
The heldQ are maintained a ording to event sequen e numbers. To simplify the presentation, we assume that an event
is missing at most one of the a knowledgements. In ase
of an event with neither a knowledgement, the algorithm

performs both out-of-order and unlogged delivery, but the
data is re orded at most on e in the sta ks or queues, and
the event is delivered optimisti ally only when both of the
out-of-order and unlogged handling will deliver the event.
The algorithm bu ers an event in heldQ that annot be optimisti ally delivered and all events with a later sequen e
number. The algorithm also maintains the urrent state of
the interpreted stream as well as state asso iated with events
on the out-of-order sta k. For reasons of spa e, we omit the
updating of this state. For ea h event, the algorithm operates in linear time with regard to the number of elements in
ea h sta k.

4.

SPECIAL HANDLING OF OUT-OF-ORDER EVENTS

There are situations where either a ompensating event for
an arbitrary \bogus" event does not exist, or where delivering it ould be too expensive. In some ases, it is possible
to determine a simpler re overy sequen e for out-of-order
messages.
The problem is formally represented as follows:
For starting state S , and an event stream E =
he1 ; :::; ek ; e00 i , and0 H = P (E; S )0, does there exist
a
history H = P (E ; S ), where E begins with e0 , and
H

s 0 ?
H

Intuitively, E 0 ould be onstru ted from E by pushing
0
0
e ahead as long as e forward ommutes with other events
in the path. Sin e e1 ; :::; ek are unknown, they have to be

onsidered as events of any possible types and values.
The histories derived from di erent orders of events ould
be totally di erent from ea h other be ause of di erent resolution of the onditional statements in the interpretation
program. However, the behavior of programs with no onditional statements other than the variant ase of the event
is mu h more predi table. In the following we will introdu e
a set of transformations for these programs.
The ommutativity transformation 2 ould be used in the
ase of out-of-order events. However, it often happens that
events only partially ommute yielding a non-serial history
in whi h some operations of an event are ahead of some
events, where others are after. We introdu e two transformations alled idempoten y and dead-operation inje tion in
order to solve this problem.
As onventionally de ned, idempotent operations are those
that have the same e e t when they are applied one or
more times. Operation s[issue℄.max=max(s[issue℄.max,
e.pri e) in example 1 is su h an example.

Transformation 3. Given history H = hs1 ; f; s2 i, and
its subsequen es s1 , s2 and operation f , if f is idempotent,
then H  H 0 , where H 0 = hs1 ; f; f; s2 i.
Transformation 4. Given history H = hs1 ; s2 i and its
subsequen e s1 and s2 , H  H 0 , where H 0 = hs1 ; f; s2 i, if f
is dead in H 0 .
In example 1, s[e.issue℄. ur=e.pri e an be inserted
into any pla e before another s[e.issue℄. ur=e.pri e.
From the above mentioned transformations, we derive the
following theorem:

Theorem 2. Given event e and its interpretation program Pe , where Pe ontains no embedded onditionals, if

there exist subsequen es s1 and s2 , su h that Pe = hs1 ; s2 i,
and the following are true:
1. for ea h operation f in s1 , f is idempotent and ommutes with all operations in Pe ;
2. for ea h operation f 0 in s2 and any e0 that ould possibly
pre edes e, f 0 is a dead operation in hf 0 ; F (e0 ); s2 i then e
ould be delivered out of order, and re overed by e0 e.

Example 3. As an example, for the subs ription system
des ribed in example 1, we have the following pro ess:
e': s[e'.issue℄.max =
max(s[e'.issue℄.max, e'.pri e);
e': s[e'.issue℄. ur = e'.pri e;
e: s[e.issue℄.max =
max(s[e.issue℄.max, e.pri e);
e: s[e.issue℄. ur = e.pri e;

Case 1: e'.issue 6= e.issue
Event e ould be delivered with re overy sequen e of only e0 .
Case 2: e'.issue = e.issue
By theorem 2, e ould be delivered before any event, and
re overed by e'e.


5. RELATED WORK
The traditional approa h for event delivery is through
group ommuni ation, su h as Virtual Syn hrony [5℄ implemented in ISIS [4℄ and a number of other systems. In su h
systems, messages are onsidered as bit strings without semanti signi an e. A number of di erent delivery proto ols
are supported, ea h with di erent properties regarding order
and onsisten y.
There are numerous emerging ontent-based event systems (e.g. [9℄), in whi h messages have a de ned type and
subs riptions an query elds in these messages. In these
systems, the middleware an exploit the ommon tests in
these subs riptions to speed up the mat hing of events to
subs ribers [1℄. Sun's JMS standard [10℄ supports a ontentbased interfa e. However, the qualities of servi e o ered in
these systems still re e t the same oarse range of hoi es as
in earlier systems in whi h events were ompletely opaque
bit strings. That is, users an spe ify, for instan e, best
e ort versus guaranteed delivery.
Flexible notions of equivalent streams are exploited for
supporting di erent qualities of servi e in spe ialized domains su h as video streaming, but not for general event
delivery systems as would be used in appli ations su h as
sto k trading or ele troni ommer e.
Our earlier work [3℄ introdu ed the notion of an event
interpretation fun tion. The te hniques presented in that
work applied to a restri ted form of language alled repla ement form, and only dealt with ompression and not with
optimisti delivery.
The on ept of optimisti delivery and ompensating events
in our work is inspired by earlier work on ompensating
transa tions that appeared in a number of works on database
on urren y ontrol and re overy su h as in [7℄, [6℄. However, they did not address the stati analysis for generating
ompensatibility information, nor did they address the issue
on performing optimisti delivery and re overy in onju tion
with interfering events.
The problem of re overing from out-of-order events delivered optimisti ally has been dealt with in spe ialized on-

e: Event not in Doubt
and s unlogged both empty then
deliver e
return
end if
if s unlogged not empty and e not ommute
with an e on s unlogged then
put e on heldQ
return
end if
if s ooo not empty and e is ompensatible then
push (e; e) onto s ooo
deliver e
return
end if
put e on heldQ
return

Normal Event

if

s ooo

Potential Out-of-Order Event

if

e:

is ompensatible and (s unlogged empty or
e
ommute with ea h e in s unlogged) then
new segment marker on s ooo
push (e; e) onto s ooo
deliver e
return
end if
put e on heldQ
return
deliverable

e:

f alse

is ompensatible and ommute with
ea h e in s unlogged then

e

deliverable

true

push (e; e) onto
deliver e
end if

Negative:
if e in heldQ then
remove e from heldQ
else ;; e must've been optimisti ally delivered
remove (e; e) from s unlogged
re overy by delivering e
if s ooo not empty then
remove (e; e) from s ooo
end if
end if

s unlogged

SACK on Event

Figure 3: Optimisti

texts, su h as omputer-supported ooperative work systems. For example, the work of Ressel et al [8℄ deals with
group do ument editors where events are insertions and deletions to segments of text, and where it is important that all
users rea h onsistent states, despite the fa t that some users
may re eive messages in an in onsistent order. In this work,
it is ne essary for the middleware to generate transformed
operations to make the state onsistent. These transformed
operations behave like our ompensating events. Unlike our
work, this system exploits the fa t that all onsumers of
events have a ommon appli ation and a ommon event interpretation.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present an approa h to more exible
quality of servi e in general-purpose event distribution (publish-subs ribe) systems through the use of event interpretation fun tions and the prin iple of equivalen e. The event
interpretation fun tion maps a subs ribed event stream to a
state representing the information that the subs riber wishes

in

heldQ

0 ommute with s ooo[i℄:e
+1
end while
ij=top e +
deliver re overy stream
handling e0 and events after it
if m is bottom of s ooo then
remove segment (e; e)
end if
m

while

and s ooo not empty then
push (e; e) onto s ooo
end if
if not deliverable then
put e on heldQ
end if

e

negative with e0 before e:
m index of (e; e)
i

deliverable

e:

Positive:
if e on heldQ then
remove & deliver no-longer in-doubt
return
end if
seg segment ontain (e; e) on s ooo
if seg is in bottom of s ooo then
remove seg
else
ombine seg with previous segment
end if

i

if

e:

Positive:
if e in s unlogged then
remove (e; e) from s unlogged
else ;; e in heldQ
remove & deliver all e in heldQ that
are no longer in-doubt
end if

e

Potential Unlogged Event

if

LACK on Event

e

i

P

Ptop
j=i

e

Delivery and Re overy

to maintain. The prin iple of equivalen e allows the system
to deliver a \distorted" event stream provided that it maps
to the same state.
We show that this prin iple an be exploited in a number
of ways. In parti ular, events an be delivered without waiting for logging a knowledgements or sequen ing a knowledgements, provided that the event interpretation fun tion
allows those distortions in whi h unlogged or out-of-order
events are followed by appropriate ompensating events. We
show how an analysis tool an examine an event interpretation fun tion and determine under what ir umstan es su h
optimisti delivery is possible, and how to ompute ompensating events.
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